Luxury vintage cruise from North to South
Krk, Rab, Zadar, NP Plitvice, Šibenik, Trogir, Split, Makarska, Ploče, Mostar, Korčula, Kotor, Dubrovnik,
Cavtat
Casablanca [ship]

Day 1 • KRK
Arrive in Krk port, where embarkation begins at 2 pm. Settle in your cabin, before attending a Welcome
reception followed by dinner this evening.
Meals on board: Dinner
Optional: Arrival in Zagreb, include guide tour and transfer with modern coach to Krk (included in rate)
Day 2 • KRK -RAB - ZADAR
Sail to Rab and arrive in the early morning. Rab is a double-faced island: a desert-like stretch of rock to
the east and a landscape of vegetation, forests and maqui, to the west. With its beaches, its bays, its
scented and green ambience, Rab is here for rest and pleasure. Its beauty and various tourist
infrastructures make it one of the most visited islands in the Adriatic. Free walk through the streets of the
city.
Around noon, continue navigation to Zadar.
Arrival in Zadar and discovery of the old town with the National Square, St. Anastasia Church Byzantine
cathedral rebuilt in Romanesque style in the early thirteenth if ECLE and the St. Donat church, real
Carolingian style monument constructed shaped rotunda. Parade along the fortifications built in the
sixteenth century to face the Ottoman threat.
Meals on board: Breakfast, lunch and dinner
Day 3 • ZADAR - NP PLITVICE - ŠIBENIK
Daily trip with coach to the Plitvice Lakes National Park with lunch on site. Located inland about a 2-hour
drive from Zadar, this vast UNESCO World Heritage Park encompasses a succession of 16 lakes that are
unique in their configuration. Indeed, each lake flows into the next lake with one or more waterfalls: a
total of 92 cascades over a height difference of 133 m. The clarity of the water is incredible, and
swimming is prohibited to protect this beautiful site. Overnight in Šibenik.
Meals on board: Breakfast, lunch, and dinner
Day 4 • ŠIBENIK - TROGIR
In the morning, free walk in the small town of Sibenik.
Naturally protected by its large bay and dominated by a fortress, Sibenik is home to a beautiful old town,
full of churches, monasteries and palaces. The majestic Saint-Jacques Cathedral, considered as the first
Renaissance-style building built outside Italy, is a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
We are continuing sail to Trogir, where the ship arrives in the afternoon.
Guided tour of Trogir. Located 25 km north of Split, the city has retained its medieval character making it
one of the most interesting cities of the Adriatic coast. Visit of the Saint-Laurent cathedral built in the
13th century. Through the alleys, external views of the various palaces and monuments, including the
Benedictine Monastery of St. Nicholas.
Meals on board: Breakfast, lunch and dinner
Day 5 • TROGIR - SPLIT - MAKARSKA
The M / Y Casablanca leaves the port of Trogir early in the morning towards Split. Guided tour of Split. It
was in 295 that the Emperor Diocletian had his palace built in a large bay not far from Salone. Thus was
born the city of Split. At the end of the seventh century, John of Ravenna, archbishop of Split,
transformed the mausoleum of Diocletian into a cathedral. It was in Split that the first Croatian king
Tomislav summoned the assembly of bishops and constituted the autonomy of the city. After a long
Venetian domination and the Napoleonic episode, the town was a part of the Habsburg Empire before

integrating the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes in 1918.
In the late afternoon, berthing in the port of Makarska, capital of the fabulous resort of the same name.
Meals on board: Breakfast, lunch and dinner
Day 6 • MAKARSKA - PLOČE - MOSTAR - KORČULA
Early morning, sail to Ploce and departure by bus for an excursion to Mostar. Built by the Turks more than
500 years ago, it is the symbol of the city. The Old Bridge district of the Old Town of Mostar is a UNESCO
World Heritage Site. Walk through the streets, visit the Turkish house and the mosque.
Back on board, then lovely sailing through the islands of the Dalmatian coast to Korcula. This
fishbone-shaped town is one of the essential fortified sites in the former Republic of Ragusa (Dubrovnik).
According to legend, it was founded in the twelfth century BC by the Trojan hero Antenor. Korcula,
known for being the native island of Marco Polo, owes its reputation to its stonecutters who made here
the most beautiful and ambitious monument with St. Mark's Cathedral which contains a beautiful painting
of Tintoretto. Free walk through the streets of the city.
Meals on board: Breakfast, lunch and C dinner
Day 7 • KORČULA - DUBROVNIK
In the morning, sail to Dubrovnik.
Surrounded by high ramparts overlooking the Adriatic, Dubrovnik, the ancient Ragusa, is considered one
of the jewels of World Heritage. Founded by the Greeks of Epidaurus, it was populated by Slavic tribes
from the seventh century, under the protection of Byzantium. In the twelfth century, the city has a
political organization headed by an elected Rector and two councils. Gradually, it will emerge from the
domination of Venice and proclaim its Republic in 1358. For more than three centuries, the Republic of
Dubrovnik will reign over the trade of the Adriatic. The noble families and merchants build magnificent
palaces; the city is enriched with churches and monasteries. In the seventeenth century, the city is
destroyed by an earthquake of rare violence. Rebuilt in pure Baroque style, now offers many palaces,
squares, churches and patrician houses that contribute to its brilliance. Guided tour of the old town
passing by the Franciscan convent and its Romanesque cloister, include the Rector's Palace, once the
seat of the Republic of Dubrovnik. You will also see the baroque cathedral housing a polyptych of Titian,
as well as reliquaries in gold and silver.
Meals on board: Breakfast, lunch and dinner
Day 8 • DUBROVNIK - CAVTAT
Free time in the morning for an individual discovery of Dubrovnik. Departure in the afternoon towards
Cavtat.
Meals on board: Breakfast, lunch and dinner
Day 9 • CAVTAT - KOTOR - CETINJE - CAVTAT
Morning departure with a coach to Kotor. Guided tour of the city and St. Tryphon Cathedral. The
excursion continues with the visit of Cetinje: Cetinje, perched at an altitude of 672 m, is the former
capital of Montenegro. The country gained its independence as early as the 14th century. Visit of Prince
Nikola's palace. One can also admire the monastery of St. Peter's neo-Byzantine style. Return to Kotor by
taking the famous winding road which offers an exceptional panorama over the entire fjord. On the way,
stop in the village Njegusi for a tasting of local products including the famous smoked ham. Back on
board in Cavtat.
Meals on board: Breakfast, lunch and dinner
Day 10 • CAVTAT
After breakfast, it’s time to disembark. You will be transferred to Dubrovnik airport.
Meals on board: Breakfast

RATES INCLUDE:
• 9 nights cruise from Krk to Cavtat
• Supreme category ship in a cabin with a private bathroom, air conditioning & LCD TV
• Arrival shared transfer from Zagreb Airport to Krk
• Departure shared transfer from Cavtat to Dubrovnik Airport
• Full board, start with dinner from day 1 to breakfast on day 10
• 1 lunch in a local restaurant in NP Plitvice
• French-speaking guides for city tours of Zagreb, Zadar, Split, Trogir and Dubrovnik
• Water, tea or coffee during meals on board
• Excursions with lunch in Plitvice, Mostar and Montenegro with French-speaking guide
• Professional Cruise Manager throughout -French
• Daily cabin servicing, fresh bed linen and towels midweek
• Luggage handling
RATES DO NOT INCLUDE:
• Drinks/ beverages from the ship’s bar
• Transfer from and/or to the ship (organized on request)
• Pre/post-cruise accommodation ( organized on request )
• Taxes and fees, € 30,00 per person to be paid on board in cash
• Tips or any other items of personal nature
ITINERARY DEVIATIONS:
Every effort will be made to adhere to the scheduled itinerary; however, due to the schedule changes
beyond organizer’s control, we reserve the right, without prior notice, to change routing or alter shore
excursions.
* We reserve the right to change the vessel provider in case of the contracted services are not supplied
according to the previously agreed standards.
RESERVATION AND BOOKING:
Bookings are on request and need to be confirmed. A reservation deposit of 30% is required within 5
days from the date of our written confirmation and balance payment to be paid 60 days before arrival.
Deposit is non-refundable.
NOTES:
In some ports of call, the ship may be moored sideways to other boats. Passengers would need to walk
through another boat to reach the pier. Assistance will be provided to passengers with walking
difficulties.
All the swim breaks are weather permitting.
FINAL PAYMENT:
Final payment is due 60 days prior to departure.
CANCELLATION FEES:
* up to 60 days prior to the cruise commencement - loss of deposit
59 - 36 days prior to the cruise commencement - 50 % of the cruise rate
35 - 0 days prior to the cruise commencement - 100 % of the cruise rate

Available dates

Date: 15/05/2020 - 24/05/2020,
Prices: Rate per Person (Lower deck):2800€, supplement:1960€, Rate per Person (Lower deck)
-deluxe:2850€, supplement:€, Rate per Person (Main deck):2900€, supplement:2050€, Rate per Person
(Main deck) -deluxe:2950€, supplement:€,
Date: 02/06/2020 - 11/06/2020,
Prices: Rate per Person (Lower deck):2850€, supplement:2000€, Rate per Person (Lower deck)
-deluxe:2950€, supplement:€, Rate per Person (Main deck):3000€, supplement:2100€, Rate per Person
(Main deck) -deluxe:3050€, supplement:€,
Date: 28/07/2020 - 06/08/2020,
Prices: Rate per Person (Lower deck):2850€, supplement:2000€, Rate per Person (Lower deck)
-deluxe:2950€, supplement:€, Rate per Person (Main deck):3000€, supplement:2100€, Rate per Person
(Main deck) -deluxe:3050€, supplement:€,
Date: 15/09/2020 - 24/09/2020,
Prices: Rate per Person (Lower deck):2850€, supplement:2000€, Rate per Person (Lower deck)
-deluxe:2950€, supplement:€, Rate per Person (Main deck):3000€, supplement:2100€, Rate per Person
(Main deck) -deluxe:3050€, supplement:€,
Date: 03/10/2020 - 12/10/2020,
Prices: Rate per Person (Lower deck):2800€, supplement:1960€, Rate per Person (Lower deck)
-deluxe:2850€, supplement:€, Rate per Person (Main deck):2900€, supplement:2050€, Rate per Person
(Main deck) -deluxe:2950€, supplement:€,

Mail: info@croatiacruise.eu
Mobile: ++385 98 818 200

